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High-Frequency Words—Grade Two
Name:                                                                                                           Date:                                                  

Word	 Reads	the	Word	 Spells	the	Word	 Word	 Reads	the	Word	 Spells	the	Word

above

across

add

again

almost

along

also

always

another

any

asked

become

begin

behind

below

best

better

both

boy

bring

can’t

Canada

car

carry

child

class

dark

dear

deep

different

doesn’t

done

easy

eat

eight

end

even

every

face

fast

father

finish

fish

five

food

found

four

Friday

full

funny
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High-Frequency Words—Grade Two (cont.)
Name:                                                                                                           Date:                                                  

game

gave

girl

give

gone

good

grow

hand

happy

hard

head

held

high

himself

I’ll

I’m

inside

job

keep

kind

know

land

large

last

later

leave

left

less

live

mean

might

Monday

mother

much

near

need

never

nice

night

nine

only

open

outside

own

page

paper

part

perhaps

place

plant

Word	 Reads	the	Word	 Spells	the	Word	 Word	 Reads	the	Word	 Spells	the	Word



High-Frequency Words—Grade Two (cont.)
Name:                                                                                                           Date:                                                  

Word	 Reads	the	Word	 Spells	the	Word	 Word	 Reads	the	Word	 Spells	the	Word

rain

read

rest

right

round

same

Saturday

seven

shall

short

should

sister

six

sky

slow

small

snow

something

start

story

subtract

Sunday

sunny

table

talk

tall

ten

thank

think

Thursday

today

together

told

too

took

Tuesday

under

upon

use

walk

water

Wednesday

while

why

won’t

work

write

year

yet

zero
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	Reads the Wordadd: 
	Spells the Wordadd: 
	Reads the Worddear: 
	Spells the Worddear: 
	Reads the Wordagain: 
	Spells the Wordagain: 
	Reads the Worddeep: 
	Spells the Worddeep: 
	Reads the Wordalmost: 
	Spells the Wordalmost: 
	Reads the Worddifferent: 
	Spells the Worddifferent: 
	Reads the Wordalong: 
	Spells the Wordalong: 
	Reads the Worddoesnt: 
	Spells the Worddoesnt: 
	Reads the Wordalso: 
	Spells the Wordalso: 
	Reads the Worddone: 
	Spells the Worddone: 
	Reads the Wordalways: 
	Spells the Wordalways: 
	Reads the Wordeasy: 
	Spells the Wordeasy: 
	Reads the Wordanother: 
	Spells the Wordanother: 
	Reads the Wordeat: 
	Spells the Wordeat: 
	Reads the Wordany: 
	Spells the Wordany: 
	Reads the Wordeight: 
	Spells the Wordeight: 
	Reads the Wordasked: 
	Spells the Wordasked: 
	Reads the Wordend: 
	Spells the Wordend: 
	Reads the Wordbecome: 
	Spells the Wordbecome: 
	Reads the Wordeven: 
	Spells the Wordeven: 
	Reads the Wordbegin: 
	Spells the Wordbegin: 
	Reads the Wordevery: 
	Spells the Wordevery: 
	Reads the Wordbehind: 
	Spells the Wordbehind: 
	Reads the Wordface: 
	Spells the Wordface: 
	Reads the Wordbelow: 
	Spells the Wordbelow: 
	Reads the Wordfast: 
	Spells the Wordfast: 
	Reads the Wordbest: 
	Spells the Wordbest: 
	Reads the Wordfather: 
	Spells the Wordfather: 
	Reads the Wordbetter: 
	Spells the Wordbetter: 
	Reads the Wordfinish: 
	Spells the Wordfinish: 
	Reads the Wordboth: 
	Spells the Wordboth: 
	Reads the Wordfish: 
	Spells the Wordfish: 
	Reads the Wordboy: 
	Spells the Wordboy: 
	Reads the Wordfive: 
	Spells the Wordfive: 
	Reads the Wordbring: 
	Spells the Wordbring: 
	Reads the Wordfood: 
	Spells the Wordfood: 
	Reads the Wordcant: 
	Spells the Wordcant: 
	Reads the Wordfound: 
	Spells the Wordfound: 
	Reads the WordCanada: 
	Spells the WordCanada: 
	Reads the Wordfour: 
	Spells the Wordfour: 
	Reads the Wordcar: 
	Spells the Wordcar: 
	Reads the WordFriday: 
	Spells the WordFriday: 
	Reads the Wordcarry: 
	Spells the Wordcarry: 
	Reads the Wordfull: 
	Spells the Wordfull: 
	Reads the Wordchild: 
	Spells the Wordchild: 
	Reads the Wordfunny: 
	Spells the Wordfunny: 
	Reads the Wordgirl: 
	Spells the Wordgirl: 
	Reads the Wordless: 
	Spells the Wordless: 
	Reads the Wordgive: 
	Spells the Wordgive: 
	Reads the Wordlive: 
	Spells the Wordlive: 
	Reads the Wordgone: 
	Spells the Wordgone: 
	Reads the Wordmean: 
	Spells the Wordmean: 
	Reads the Wordgood: 
	Spells the Wordgood: 
	Reads the Wordmight: 
	Spells the Wordmight: 
	Reads the Wordgrow: 
	Spells the Wordgrow: 
	Reads the WordMonday: 
	Spells the WordMonday: 
	Reads the Wordhand: 
	Spells the Wordhand: 
	Reads the Wordmother: 
	Spells the Wordmother: 
	Reads the Wordhappy: 
	Spells the Wordhappy: 
	Reads the Wordmuch: 
	Spells the Wordmuch: 
	Reads the Wordhard: 
	Spells the Wordhard: 
	Reads the Wordnear: 
	Spells the Wordnear: 
	Reads the Wordhead: 
	Spells the Wordhead: 
	Reads the Wordneed: 
	Spells the Wordneed: 
	Reads the Wordheld: 
	Spells the Wordheld: 
	Reads the Wordnever: 
	Spells the Wordnever: 
	Reads the Wordhigh: 
	Spells the Wordhigh: 
	Reads the Wordnice: 
	Spells the Wordnice: 
	Reads the Wordhimself: 
	Spells the Wordhimself: 
	Reads the Wordnight: 
	Spells the Wordnight: 
	Reads the WordIll: 
	Spells the WordIll: 
	Reads the Wordnine: 
	Spells the Wordnine: 
	Reads the WordIm: 
	Spells the WordIm: 
	Reads the Wordonly: 
	Spells the Wordonly: 
	Reads the Wordinside: 
	Spells the Wordinside: 
	Reads the Wordopen: 
	Spells the Wordopen: 
	Reads the Wordjob: 
	Spells the Wordjob: 
	Reads the Wordoutside: 
	Spells the Wordoutside: 
	Reads the Wordkeep: 
	Spells the Wordkeep: 
	Reads the Wordown: 
	Spells the Wordown: 
	Reads the Wordkind: 
	Spells the Wordkind: 
	Reads the Wordpage: 
	Spells the Wordpage: 
	Reads the Wordknow: 
	Spells the Wordknow: 
	Reads the Wordpaper: 
	Spells the Wordpaper: 
	Reads the Wordland: 
	Spells the Wordland: 
	Reads the Wordpart: 
	Spells the Wordpart: 
	Reads the Wordlarge: 
	Spells the Wordlarge: 
	Reads the Wordperhaps: 
	Spells the Wordperhaps: 
	Reads the Wordlast: 
	Spells the Wordlast: 
	Reads the Wordplace: 
	Spells the Wordplace: 
	Reads the Wordlater: 
	Spells the Wordlater: 
	Reads the Wordplant: 
	Spells the Wordplant: 
	Reads the Wordrest: 
	Spells the Wordrest: 
	Reads the Wordthank: 
	Spells the Wordthank: 
	Reads the Wordright: 
	Spells the Wordright: 
	Reads the Wordthink: 
	Spells the Wordthink: 
	Reads the Wordround: 
	Spells the Wordround: 
	Reads the WordThursday: 
	Spells the WordThursday: 
	Reads the Wordsame: 
	Spells the Wordsame: 
	Reads the Wordtoday: 
	Spells the Wordtoday: 
	Reads the WordSaturday: 
	Spells the WordSaturday: 
	Reads the Wordtogether: 
	Spells the Wordtogether: 
	Reads the Wordseven: 
	Spells the Wordseven: 
	Reads the Wordtold: 
	Spells the Wordtold: 
	Reads the Wordshall: 
	Spells the Wordshall: 
	Reads the Wordtoo: 
	Spells the Wordtoo: 
	Reads the Wordshort: 
	Spells the Wordshort: 
	Reads the Wordtook: 
	Spells the Wordtook: 
	Reads the Wordshould: 
	Spells the Wordshould: 
	Reads the WordTuesday: 
	Spells the WordTuesday: 
	Reads the Wordsister: 
	Spells the Wordsister: 
	Reads the Wordunder: 
	Spells the Wordunder: 
	Reads the Wordsix: 
	Spells the Wordsix: 
	Reads the Wordupon: 
	Spells the Wordupon: 
	Reads the Wordsky: 
	Spells the Wordsky: 
	Reads the Worduse: 
	Spells the Worduse: 
	Reads the Wordslow: 
	Spells the Wordslow: 
	Reads the Wordwalk: 
	Spells the Wordwalk: 
	Reads the Wordsmall: 
	Spells the Wordsmall: 
	Reads the Wordwater: 
	Spells the Wordwater: 
	Reads the Wordsnow: 
	Spells the Wordsnow: 
	Reads the WordWednesday: 
	Spells the WordWednesday: 
	Reads the Wordsomething: 
	Spells the Wordsomething: 
	Reads the Wordwhile: 
	Spells the Wordwhile: 
	Reads the Wordstart: 
	Spells the Wordstart: 
	Reads the Wordwhy: 
	Spells the Wordwhy: 
	Reads the Wordstory: 
	Spells the Wordstory: 
	Reads the Wordwont: 
	Spells the Wordwont: 
	Reads the Wordsubtract: 
	Spells the Wordsubtract: 
	Reads the Wordwork: 
	Spells the Wordwork: 
	Reads the WordSunday: 
	Spells the WordSunday: 
	Reads the Wordwrite: 
	Spells the Wordwrite: 
	Reads the Wordsunny: 
	Spells the Wordsunny: 
	Reads the Wordyear: 
	Spells the Wordyear: 
	Reads the Wordtable: 
	Spells the Wordtable: 
	Reads the Wordyet: 
	Spells the Wordyet: 
	Reads the Wordtalk: 
	Spells the Wordtalk: 
	Reads the Wordzero: 
	Spells the Wordzero: 
	Name: 
	Date: 
	Reads the Wordacross: 
	Spells the Wordacross: 
	Reads the Worddark: 
	Spells the Worddark: 
	Reads the Wordacrossb: 
	Spells the Wordacrossv: 
	Reads the Worddarkv: 
	Spells the Worddarkv: 
	Reads the Wordgave: 
	Spells the Wordgave: 
	Reads the Wordleft: 
	Spells the Wordleft: 
	Reads the Wordgaveh: 
	Spells the h: 
	Reads the Wordlefth: 
	Spells the Wordlefth: 
	Reads the Wordread: 
	Spells the Wordread: 
	Reads the Wordten: 
	Spells the Wordten: 
	Reads the Wordreadr: 
	Spells the Wordreadr: 
	Reads the Wordtenr: 
	Spells the Wordtenr: 


